
Google’s Next Frontier: Traditional 
Media 

Summary: We’ve long known that Google is 
on a path to enable advertising purchases across 
a cluster of offline traditional media, but Prod-
uct Marketing Manager Meredith Papp offered 
a clearer glimpse of its plan during a Kelsey 
Group session at Search Engine Strategies San 
Jose last month. Papp, who works in Google’s 

traditional media ads division, presented a few 
of the ways the company will be a one-stop shop 
for online and offline media buys. Google’s 
strategy essentially brings together audio, TV 
and print ads available via its recent partner-
ships with traditional media companies to resell 
their ad inventory. 

Google Goes Retro
During a pair of local search sessions The Kelsey 
Group ran at Search Engine Strategies San Jose last 
month, the need to bridge the gap between the online 
and offline worlds emerged as a key issue (see TKG 
Advisory “TKG at SES: High-Quality Data Key to 
Local Success”).

Though search volume continues to rise and capture 
a growing percentage of product research, more than 
95 percent of actual purchases in the United States still 
take place offline, according to the U.S. Census Bureau. 
This is especially true in certain service categories and for 
products that are too bulky to ship or need to be viewed 
in person before the purchase (i.e., flat screen TVs). 

A few companies on the TKG panels, including 
Krillion, NearbyNow and theFind, are taking these 
realities to heart by building online products that more 
effectively lead and track offline purchase behavior. 
Such products include real-time inventory feeds and 
buy online/pick up in store features. 

But the online/offline opportunity goes in the other 

direction as well. Brand marketing in offline traditional 
media is known to influence and drive search behavior. 
With this in mind, Google has quietly initiated a project 
to tie together online and offline media and track their 
influence on each other.

Meredith Papp, product marketing manager at 
Google, offered a closer look at the company’s plan at SES 
San Jose. Papp, who works in Google’s traditional media 
ads division, presented a few of the ways the company 
will be a one-stop shop for online and offline media buys. 
The plan essentially brings together Google’s audio, TV 
and print ads — all of which result from partnerships it 
has formed with traditional media companies to resell 
their ad inventory. These include DISH Network for 
television advertising, 750 newspapers for print ads and 
Clear Channel for radio spots. 

The goal is to allow marketers to create TV, terrestrial 
radio and newspaper ads, and then choose where and 
when they run. Google AdWords becomes the central 
hub for managing these campaigns and tracking their 
effect on online performance. 

Analyst: Michael Boland     Document: Advisory #08-17
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In Pictures
Google TV, one element of the ad bundle, could be huge 
for all the reasons we’ve examined relating to the growth 
and lowered barriers for small and medium-sized business 
video (see TKG U.S. Local Video Forecast). Combined 
with Google’s reach, brand strength and integration with 
AdWords, it becomes a powerful part of the package.  

With Google TV, the company essentially resells 
blocks of ad inventory at a discounted rate to advertisers. 
Given Google’s market strength and the potential for 
incremental ad revenues, cable and satellite companies 
have begun to play ball, starting with the 94 participating 
networks of the DISH satellite service. 

The networks are providing data to Google on what 
ads were watched and when so it can offer tracking 
capability — a key source of its appeal — to advertisers. It 
could prove attractive to SMBs as a means of advertising 
on television with less friction using their existing or new 
AdWords account. The performance-based nature of the 
product is also more in tune with existing paid search 
and the budgetary constraints of many SMBs.

The product itself takes form as an adjunct to 
AdWords that allows targeting by demographics, 
geography, TV channel and day part. 

During her SES presentation, Papp gave the example 

of the Hanley Center, a West Palm Beach, Florida-
based rehab clinic that uses Google TV ads. It airs spots 
on a dozen TV networks, including Lifetime Movie 
Network, and in specific programs such as “Celebrity 
Rehab With Dr. Drew” and “Intervention.”  

The result was a 34 percent increase in online 
brochure requests in the first month and a 40 percent lift 
in the second — all tracked in AdWords by correlating 
TV impressions with online traffic and conversions. 

TV Ads Dashboard: Determine Price, Location, Run Time 
SOURCE: GOOGLE (2008)

Hanley Center TV Ad:  
Driving Online Traffic 

SOURCE: GOOGLE (2008)
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Getting Heard
Google, which claims 22 percent of Internet users make 
purchases after searching for something they learned 
about on the radio, launched audio ads to increase the 
impact of online ad campaigns. 

Like its TV ads, Google’s audio spots are integrated 
with AdWords and can be created to target different 
demographics, geographies and radio stations. It also 
enables users to get in touch with professionals to assist 
in scriptwriting, editing, production and voice-overs 
within a predefined budget.

Targeting includes top 10 stations in 25 U.S. markets, 
totaling 1,600 terrestrial FM and AM radio stations. 
Google also guarantees premium inventory during every 
standard day part. Performance is then tracked in Google 
Analytics using call measurement and correlations to 
clickthrough Web site traffic and revenues.

Advertisers can also use a set of dynamic ad placement 
features. Ads can be preset to run when weather conditions 
meet certain criteria, for example — a potentially valuable 
tool for any product tied to weather.

“An advertiser selling outdoor clothing can set their 
ad to run when the temperature drops below a certain 

level,” said Papp. “And it all happens automatically 
through the system.” 

She cited golf Web site GolfNow’s use of audio and 
print ads to drive more traffic to its site, which connects 
golfers with available tee times in their areas. Traffic 
rose up to 200 percent in cities where the ads ran, and 
sales increased as much as 33 percent. 

As the program develops, radio ads could also have 
lots of synergies with any future GOOG-411 (voice-
powered search) monetization efforts, which will 
similarly use audio clips.

Your Name in Print 
Print is also a key element of GolfNow’s strategy. 
For print ads, marketers select from among the 750 
newspapers with which Google has partnerships. They 
can choose by newspaper name or based on traditional 
targeting metrics such as demographics, location and 
publication type. 

Google lets users create ads and submit offers (similar 
to its online keyword bidding process) in AdWords. 
Communication with publishers is then facilitated 
through AdWords, including review of electronic tear 
sheets and bill payments.  

Warming Up to Radio Advertising
SOURCE: GOOGLE (2008)



Online jewelry retailer Blue Nile has used Google 
print ads that feature trackable calls to action (image 
above, top left) traditionally not seen in print 
advertising (unless you remember Forbes’ ill-timed 
“Cue Cat”). The ads include a consumer response tag 
with a series of calls to action that create more touch 
points for interested readers and higher likelihood of 
direct response for advertisers.

A closer look at the ad (bottom image) reveals that the 
CRT contains a unique URL, a coupon code, a keyword 
phrase, a toll-free number, an SMS code and a two-
dimensional bar code for mobile devices (see appendix). 

After running this ad in six major newspapers 
(three with the CRT and three without it), Blue Nile 
found the CRT drove 6.5 times greater sales than the 
traditional format. Most successful of the calls to action 
was the Google keyword search term (“Blue Nile 100”). 
Visitors who reached Bluenile.com via search spent 90 
percent more time on the site and had 100 percent 
more page views. 

Final Thoughts: Taking It Offline
These programs are still in test phases by Google, and the 
case studies above should be viewed with the discerning 
eye appropriate for a small sample group. But Google’s 
efforts show a great deal of promise on paper and could 
prove attractive to advertisers of all sizes. 

One of the issues, as in paid search, is that 
these media buys rely on self service. Local SMB 
advertising, as has often been said, is not bought; it’s 
sold. Enabling businesses to sign up and manage a 
campaign is user friendly but could only go so far in 
the SMB marketplace if historical aggregate behavior 
is any indication.

And as in search, we’ll likely see many third-party 
resellers and fulfillment firms emerge. They will be 
resellers that specialize in video, radio or print and 
those that bundle these media buys with existing search 
marketing services.

Still, TKG’s recently released Local Commerce 
Monitor Survey (Wave XII), shows 42 percent 
of respondents prefer buying online advertising 
themselves versus 5 percent who prefer buying through 
a Yellow Pages representative. If accurate, this signals a 
sizable shift in SMB behavior and a boon for Google’s 
traditional media efforts (not to mention its entire 
revenue model based on self-service search marketing).  

Regardless of channel, many SMB advertisers will 
be attracted to these services based on lowered barriers 
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Driving Online Traffic  
With Offline Ads

SOURCE: GOOGLE (2008)

 
Ad With CRT        vs.        Traditional Ad  

 
CRT Close-Up



to traditionally out of reach media. Most attractive is 
the comprehensiveness of a bundle that includes print, 
radio, TV, online and other yet to be integrated media 
(i.e., mobile voice search). 

Advertisers will choose different combinations of 
these media to be managed under one roof, and analytic 
capabilities will allow them to constantly iterate and 
refine campaigns based on what is or isn’t providing 
returns. The dynamic nature of the platform will also 
enable campaigns to be quickly modified based on 
seasonal or other factors that affect revenues.  

As Google continues to develop each of these 
traditional media channels and forms more partnerships 
to expand them, it could add up to a valuable proposition 
for local and national advertisers. It has the potential to 
not only offer diversified ad campaigns across online and 
offline media, but also a greater ability than ever before 
to manage and track campaigns all in one place. 

Appendix: 2-D Barcodes
Featured below is past TKG coverage of 2-D barcode 
technology in local media to provide background and 
context to its reference in the text above. 

Quick Response Bar Codes Invade Yellow Pages
[TKG Blog, 5/19/2008] 
An innovative bar code technology, the quick response 
code, first developed in Japan by Denso-Wave has been 
introduced in Singapore by Singapore Press Holdings. 
Branded as ZapCodes, the two-dimensional bar codes 
enable mobile phones equipped with cameras and special 
software to download information or link users to Web 
sites for more information. 

According to the Straits Times:  
“ZapCodes add an interactive element, a new 

dimension, if you will, to 2-D advertising. They pack 
more value into your print advertisements. They open 
up a whole new vista,’ said Singapore Press Holdings 
(SPH) marketing executive vice-president Leslie Fong. 

ZapCode allows users to simply point their mobile phone 
cameras at a ZapCode icon and click. When installed on 
a mobile phone or PDA, the software reads and deciphers 
the ZapCode and triggers the sending of data back to the 
mobile device. The data, in the form of a WAP (URL) site, 
may contain extra information and pictures, vouchers, 
music and even videos.  

Having experienced this same technology while 
in Japan, I saw firsthand how this technology has 
the potential to drive traffic and usage to both the 
online and print versions of the directory. One of the 
executives I was working with needed information 
about a restaurant and saw the directory ad had a QR 
code. With a snapshot from his mobile phone camera, 
he was able to quickly download the pertinent contact 
information and store it in his address book.  

In the United States, this technology has been used 
primarily for product data, replacing outdated simple bar 
code technology. Japan and Singapore, however, clearly 
recognize its wider marketing potential. According to 
eMarketer, more than 60 percent of U.S. mobile phones 
have built-in cameras, providing a solid base of potential 
customers who could use the QR code technology.  

If a critical mass of QR codes could be driven into 
Yellow Page directories, it would represent the largest 
collection of QR codes in one place, adding another 
level of relevance and usefulness to the print directory. 
Utilizing QR codes in the print book would drive traffic 
to Internet Yellow Pages and profile pages that provide 
more information, online coupons and video, thus 
driving consumer interest in contacting and purchasing 
products and services.  

Citysearch Talks Mobile
[TKG Blog, 4/11/2008] 
Citysearch made a recent announcement that it will partner 
with Scanbuy to offer a mobile application that lets users 
get information and promotions about local businesses by 
scanning bar codes placed outside their locations.

Technically, it’s not a bar code scan but more of a 
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picture that is being taken (camera phone required) 
and read by the application (download required). The 
company is largely in an experimental stage with the 
product and has bar codes placed on about 500 San 
Francisco restaurants and billboards.

Currently bar codes will take users to a mobile version 
of the Citysearch page for a given business, including all 
its standard content and features (promotions, business 
information, user and professional reviews, etc.).

“Citysearch is driving consumers to businesses’ doors 
every day,” said VP of Product Strategies Rob Angel in 
a conversation earlier. “This gives access to Citysearch 
content in another way. They can find out special offers 
or reasons to interact with a business. It’s also a tangible 
way for advertisers to get impact from Citysearch in 
driving people in the door.”

The New Outdoor Advertising
In some ways this is an evolution of the centuries-old 
practice of hanging a menu outside restaurant windows. 
Think of it as a last push to get consumers in the door 
when they are already in close proximity and have 
shown at least some interest in a business.

It also opens up some tracking possibilities in having 
users redeem offers that they found through the mobile 
application. But a great deal of the ROI will be seen 
anecdotally, contends Angel, as proprietors see people 
snapping pics outside, milling around, and/or entering 
the restaurant or bar.

For these advertisers, it won’t come with any additional 
cost or upsell just yet. It could end up being a value add to 
the existing Citysearch ad spend and an enticement to its 
value proposition. But none of this has been determined 
yet, as the rollout is still in pilot phase.

Keep It Simple
Stepping back, this is another example of the new 
mobile creativity and innovation that is starting to take 
form to drive mainstream adoption. One driver will be 
enabling technologies that make it easier to use mobile 
search apps (location awareness, for example). This 
product can be considered in the same boat because it 
replaces opening and navigating a mobile browser with 
the more user-friendly action of snapping a picture.

We’ll see how it does, as will Citysearch. This type 
of thing has been speculated about by local search 
watchers here and there, and has been seen to work 
in some Asian markets. Adoption is the issue (at least 
in this country), and the question is whether now is 
the right time. The time could be soon, as improving 
device standards and application development drive 
down traditional adoption barriers and get more 
people used to the idea of searching for local content 
on their phones.

Citysearch, for one, is interested in continuing to 
have the mobile device be an outlet for its content and 
has a few more projects in the works that it will be ready 
to talk about soon. ILM
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